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Wordcloud poll

What is the most important issue to discuss
today?

0 0 2

carbon free mobility
Clean transportation



Multiple-choice poll

"Regarding Mobility & Transportation, to
achieve Washington's Carbon & Equity Goals, a
critical obstacle to overcome is..."
(1/2)

0 3 7

"An equitable access of resources to enable electrification
adoption for light, medium, and heavy-duty vehicles" - Eric
Campbell, Department of Energy & Environment (DOEE)

5 %

"Minimizing the permitting and interconnection timeline and the
utilization risk of launching a new energy infrastructure asset-type
– multi-modal green charging hubs." - Chelle Izzi, NextEra Energy
Resources

41 %

"Right-sizing transportation electrification programs to optimize
for the customer and grid of the future." - Nekabari Goka, Pepco

27 %



Multiple-choice poll

"Regarding Mobility & Transportation, to
achieve Washington's Carbon & Equity Goals, a
critical obstacle to overcome is..."
(2/2)

0 3 7

"Integrated EV infrastructure planning and development under the
DC Housing Authority’s redevelopment plans, especially for private
property managers such as those eligible for, but not taking full
advantage of, BGE’s grants." - Divesh Gupta, BG&E

27 %



Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (1/4)

Did the 20Q4 Mobility & Transportation Task
Force achieve its 12 month goal?

0 3 0

Yes
90 %

No
0 %

Unsure
10 %



Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (2/4)

Did the 21Q1 Critical Infrastructure & Resilience
Task Force achieve its milestone?

0 3 1

Yes
84 %

No
0 %

Unsure
16 %



Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (3/4)

Did the 21Q2 Buildings & Construction Task
Force achieve its milestone?

0 3 1

Yes
90 %

No
0 %

Unsure
10 %



Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (4/4)

Did the 21Q3 Grid Modernization Task Force
achieve its milestone?

0 3 1

Yes
29 %

No
26 %

Unsure
45 %



Rating poll

Post Event Survey (1/4)

How likely are you to recommend AEG events?
(5 = very likely)

0 2 4

Score: 4.8

0%

1

0%

2

0%

3

25%

4

75%

5



Wordcloud poll

Post Event Survey (2/4)

In one word, how would you describe your
experience?

0 2 3

Engaging
Inspiring

WorthwhileValuable

Thought-provoking Opportunistic

Motivating

Intriguing

Inspirational

Insightful

Informative

Humanicity

Groundbreaking

Exhilarating

Enlightening

Comprehensive

Community

Collective

Brainstorming

Amazing!



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/4)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(1/4)

0 1 7

Great opportunity to be part of this

amazing group of leaders that can

make a big difference to the planet’s

future. Elizabeth Perez WSP

The AEG team engage all

participants in the forums, which

bring together cross-cutting

practitioners and decision-makers in

the local environment. -Jay Lurie, DC

Green Bank

The stakeholder challenge process

brings out the

creativity and collaboration needed

to craft real life solutions. As usual a

worthwhile use of busy people's

time. Betty Ann Kane

Very well organized event with

fantastic conversations that matter.

The ideas generated from the

participants are incredible and

necessary for real change. I

especially like the way the the

challenge engages people to be

enthusiastic about the cause!

My faith in humanity’s capacity to



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/4)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(2/4)

0 1 7

ideate and collaborate on climate

challenge solutions is renewed

every time AEG convenes.— Tracey

Woods (AABE)

The energy in the room instills

confidence that progress will be

made on the decarbonization goals

being established.

Great group of experts from many

different disciplines. Excited to see if

the work done in this group can

truly affect change.

A great way to make an impact!

AEG offers a unique opportunity to

collaborate across market sectors in

an effort to implement clean

infrastructure solutions -Sev Skolrud

A great opportunity to engage in

solving local energy challenges with

a diverse experienced community.

Jackson Doughty

It’s always a pleasure to see the

thought partnership



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/4)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(3/4)

0 1 7

and innovation come through these

challenges. Dismantling and

disruptions systems that don’t

always work for us to bring through

new and exciting ideas. - Sheryl Ude

Great to come together with other

industry stakeholders and hear

about difficult organizations

approaches to solutions in the

industry. Good to brainstorm

Continued show of support from

critical stakeholders on moving

forward to solve energy related

topics! Emily LeJeune

AEG gives me insights from many

perspectives and keeps my industry

knowledge current and diverse. Tom

Hawes

Absolutely enjoy and appreciate the

gathering of different minds to

tackle these types of topics. Jason

Redick - Sr Manager, Technical Sales,

NA

Great group of industry leaders who

bring a rich set



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/4)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(4/4)

0 1 7

of perspectives and insights.

Wonderful networking and

mindshare opportunity

I’ve felt well connected to the other

subjects. The I see as presented give

me something to chew on and

improve my own work.



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (4/4)

Any suggestions?
0 0 6

Maybe some breaks in btw

presentations to keep interest.

Come to Atlanta!

Keep truckin’

Not at this Time.

Wish interactive component started

earlier in the Day, instead of a long

chunk of speeches before the

interactive.

More time at break-out tables


